FLAVOR
OF THE DAY

1. Banana Cream Pie - Recipe No. 316. A slice of heaven! Banana Fresh Frozen Custard mixed with velvety smooth Bavarian cream, fresh banana slices and pie crust pieces.
2. Turtle - Recipe No. 207. A Culver's Classic! We begin with creamy Vanilla Fresh Frozen Custard and swirl in ribbons of old fashioned salted caramel, hardening chocolate, and toasted pecan pieces.
4. Just Drummy - Recipe No. 266. Creamy Vanilla Fresh Frozen Custard loaded with roasted peanuts, waffle cone pieces, and hardening chocolate.
5. Caramel Cashew - Recipe No. 207. Culver's Classic! Our creamy Vanilla Fresh Frozen Custard swirls with ribbons of old fashioned salted caramel and loaded with lightly salted cashew pieces.
6. Chocolate Oreo Volcano - Recipe No. 209. Our delicious Chocolate Fresh Frozen Custard explodes with Oreo pieces, milk chocolate bits, mini M&Ms and streams of chocolate syrup.
9. Turtle - Recipe No. 207. A Culver's Classic! We begin with creamy Vanilla Fresh Frozen Custard and swirl in ribbons of old fashioned salted caramel, hardening chocolate, and toasted pecan pieces.
10. Mint Oreo - Recipe No. 305. Our specially blended Mint Fresh Frozen Custard with Oreo cookie pieces for a refreshing chocolate treat.
11. Bonfire S'mores - Recipe No. 229. Give me s'mores of that delicious Chocolate Fresh Frozen Custard blended with marshmallow cream, milk chocolate bits and Graham cracker pieces!
12. Caramel Turtle - Recipe No. 238. Double up on deliciousness with Caramel Fresh Frozen Custard swirled with toasted pecan pieces and hardening chocolate.
15. Cashew Delight - Recipe No. 239. Our creamy Vanilla Fresh Frozen Custard loaded with lightly salted cashew pieces and hardening chocolate.

FRESH FROZEN CUSTARD TO GO!
Better Stock up.
Vanilla, Chocolate and our feature Flavor of the Day are available in hand-packed pints and quarts any day, every day.

Culver's of Decorah, IA
904 Short St • 563-382-5120
culvers.com

Caution: Paper may stain surfaces if wet.
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FROZEN CUSTARD
Welcome To Delicious

Butterburgers®
FROZEN CUSTARD